A novel diagnostic strategy for trisomy 21 using short tandem repeats.
Molecular technique with STRs can rapidly diagnose aneuploidy. In order to improve its fidelity, we developed a novel STR-based strategy for fast diagnosis of trisomy 21 and constructed a multimarker diagnostic system according to it. The system is based on nine STRs, of which two were previously known and seven were newly identified from the genomic sequence of the long arm of chromosome 21. They were confirmed to be highly polymorphic in the Chinese population by PCR amplification and gel electrophoresis. The combination of nine STR markers, when applied to DNA from 102 Chinese individuals with normal karyotype, did not yield any false-positives, and clearly revealed three different alleles in DNA from 15 out of 18 trisomy 21 patients. The results show that our new strategy can provide an alternative molecular technique for the rapid detection of aneuploidy.